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Starting the Server 
You know that the server is running if you see this screen: 

 

If not, double-click the dog bone: 

 

Start Apache first – then MySQL. 

Getting to the server 
Every computer that has been given access to the server 
should be able to type http://calendar/openemr/ to get the 
login screen.  You must have your own Username and 
Password to log in. 

 

 

 

 



Base screen 

 

 

Tabs: 

 Calendar 
 Flow Board 

Smaller Calendar 

Providers – Just We Health Clinic 

Timecodes – Color Coded depending who needs it 

Upper Right- 

 Who is logged on  
 Messages you may have 

 

Buttons to Help with calls: 

 Dr. Days current month 
 Dr. Days +1 month 
 Dr. Days +1 year 
 Patient Funding Data 
 Refresh/Day/Week/Month 

Then – who is on call that day: 

 AB Doctor 



 Call Doctor 
 Repro Docot 
 Staff 
 The printer is the call schedule 

Schedule a Call Doctor 
Click on the Call Doctor Link: 

 

Schedule An AB Doctor 
Click on the AB Doctor link. 

 

 

Schedule a day to be open 
Click on the start time and then Provider. 



 

 

 

 

 

Now you have a blue block to add people in to. 

 

 

Doctor Days Per Month 
Now that we have a doctor during the month – we can create a sheet from Dr. Days + 1 month 



 

Adding an existing patient appointment 
So someone rings in and you can check to see when the next appointment is.  Select on an available 
time during that day: 

 

Abortion Appointment will give you a reminder: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Setting up an “Encounter” 
 

The initial phone call is really an encounter.  This is because you have to go over certain items with them 
(remember the 10 minutes and something to write with   ?) 

So, you can actually open an encounter with them using the + near the patient on top. 

 

This is where you can get the callers info and (if needed) inform a staffer of some medical condition. 

 

Let’s just say they have a bleeding disorder 



 

With this – you may want to alert the nurse about this: 

 

After saving – we have two forms to fill out: 

 

First is 24 hour MD appt  



 

 

Then, you have to go through all the stuff they should know: 

 

 

Now you can print off the Mandated information: 



 

Call Schedule 
Before anything happens – you give the call schedule to the doctors: 

 

 

Clinic Day – Looking at the Flow Board 

 

Currently, you have the Daily Schedule.  The button “Print Daily Schedule” will get you what you are 
looking for! 



 

When a Patient Arrives 
The computer can actually tell people where the patients are during their visit.  To put where the patient 
is, click the “Appt Status” Link. 

 

 

 

 

Viewing the Patient information 
Click on the patient name to get the Medical Record: 



 

 

Putting in a new patient 
So, what if we get a call and the patient isn’t in the system?  We have to add a new patient. 

To see all the patients, use the Menu bar and select patient: 

 

 

Now, select on the button for Add New Patient.  The new patient form 
comes up.  This should be pretty self-explanatory to  you. 

Anything starred is required. 

 

Reminder/Recalls 
Finally, we want to call someone for a follow-up 3 months from now.  To do this, go to the Messages 
item on the Menu.  This encompasses three items:  Messages to you, reminders for other staff, recalls 
for patients. 



 

For a patient, use the Recalls location. 

 



 


